Interaction of recurrent inhibitory and muscle spindle afferent feedback during muscle fatigue.
Mammalian skeletal motor units have differing properties including their different susceptibility to fatigue. The question discussed in this paper is whether and to what extent proprioceptive feedback via muscle spindles can contribute to shape the firing patterns of motor units so as to minimize their loss of force during fatiguing contraction. The firing of a skeleto-motoneuron dispatches signals which are fed back to the same and homonymous as well as synergistic motoneuron. Two feedback pathways are of concern here: one via the related muscle unit and muscle spindle afferents (proprioceptive path), and one via recurrent motor axon collaterals and Renshaw cells (recurrent inhibitory path). It is suggested that the contraction of a motor unit or a small group of adjacent ones is signalled to the homonymous alpha-motoneurons via proprioceptive afferents, the signal being filtered and enhanced by spinal recurrent inhibition. This is effected by timed correlation of the signals which are propagated through the two feedback loops. The effects of the correlation can be strengthened by (i) topographical order of the feedback connections, (ii) heterosynaptic interaction, and (iii) tendencies towards synchronous discharge between motoneurons. These mechanisms render the possibility more likely that information about the unfused contractions of a muscle unit (or a small group of them), mediated via proprioceptive afferents, play a role in shaping the precise discharge pattern of the innervating motoneuron(s). These mechanisms could be used to optimize the force output of large fatiguing motor units during long activation, during which their activation rates normally decrease (adapt) over time. Our results show that during adapting motoneuron firing Renshaw cells and muscle spindle afferents may show discharge patterns which at least in part are in keeping with such an hypothesis.